Haircare Treatments - BAREX
AETO : BAMBOO NATURAL HAIR CARE
AETÒ: NATURAL BAMBOO HAIR CARE
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AETO : BAMBOO NATURAL HAIR CARE
AETÒ: NATURAL BAMBOO HAIR CARE

AETO is the philosophy that celebrates the meeting of all the energies of the body.
The product line AETO uses botanicals, restorative and healing properties, from different
regions of the world such as Africa, the Far East, Hawaii, Australia, all places where a
particularly rich vegetation growing on land or in the seas still pure and uncontaminated.
Numerous scientific studies and laboratory tests conducted by specialists AETO BOTANY
show that the use of derivatives of botanical origin in the line produces rapid and effective
action on the fibers weakened capillaries, exploited and dehydrated, increasing by 47%
the resistance to breakage of the hair and allowing to reach results
surprising after only four treatments. physiological pH.
Fortifying Shampoo - Bamboo & Yucca
The extracts of yucca glauca and bamboo crops from the typical areas of origin, located in
the pristine lands are rich in amino acids, proteins and starches. Thanks to these elements
plays an intense fortifying shampoo on the hair contributing effectively to make it more
elastic and resistant to aggressions. Shown for the exploited and weakened hair.
box: bottles of 250 and 400 ml
FORTIFYING BALM - Bamboo & Hibiscus
From the seeds of Hibiscus esculentus, native plant of Central Africa, Malaysia and the
Philippines, you get a milk with beneficial properties that, together with the fortifying and
revitalizing properties of Bamboo, act deeply hydrating and restructuring the hair fiber.
box: bottles of 250 and 400 ml
FORTIFYING MASK - Bamboo & Wild Mango
From the fruits of wild mango (Irvingia Gabonensis) tree native to the forests of Africa, you
get a botanical butter of exceptional nutritional value very effective in giving volume and
shine to hair and improve manageability. The presence of bamboo extract, by fortifying
properties, and panthenol make this mask is nourishing and rejuvenating, perfect for all
hair types exploited and weakened.
box: 250 ml tube and jar of 500 ml
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